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ANALYSING THE FINNISH
SYSTEM

• Children go to school in groups of a
maximum of 24 pupils per age group.

• Differences in learning results between
schools and regions are small.

• In the first six years of comprehensive school,
the children are instructed by a class teacher
who teaches nearly all subjects. Instruction
during the last three years of comprehensive
school is taken over by subject teachers.

• Pupils are also given special training and
education for speech impediments and for
reading and writing problems or similar
special needs

ANALYSING THE FINNISH
SYSTEM

• Comprehensive school subjects include:
native language and literature, other
languages, environmental study, civics,
religion or ethics, history, social studies,
mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology,
geography, physical education, music, art,
handicrafts and home economics.

• The goals of instruction and the core
curriculum are the same nationwide, but the
local authorities and schools draw up their
own local curricula on that basis.
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ABOUT FINNISH SYSTEM
EVALUATION

• International evaluation OECD &
Pisa

• National evaluation:
– The National Board of Education
– The Finnish Education Council

• Regional evaluation: Provincial
governments

• Local evaluation:
– Municipalities
– School

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
SYSTEMS (SPANISH SYSTEM)

FINNISH SYSTEM
(MAIN GOAL)

SPANNISH SYSTEM
(MAIN GOAL)

•Give the pupils knowledge
and skills necessary in life
and equal education
foundation
•Suporting the
development of pupilsas
human beings, and their in
the educal responsible
members of society, and
the promotion of learning
and equality in society

•Give the pupils knowledge
and skills necessary in life
and equal education
foundation
• Avoid the failure in the
system. Build a system
that can get good results in
Education
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
SYSTEMS (SPANISH SYSTEM)

• A 32% of the Spanish
students of middle
education, repeats course

• A similar percentage (35%)
do not finish the ESO with
success

• The 48% do not get the
secondary school course

• The half of the university
students leaves the career
before they finish it.

• Drop-out rate during basic
education is less than 0.05%.
Reapiting year is too rare

• 95% continue in post-basic
education

• 74.5% from 19-21 years-old is
enrolled in Universities and
Polytecnics

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
SYSTEMS (SPANISH SYSTEM)

• Finland spend 6.3 % of its gross domestic
product on Education

• Spain spend 4.29 % of its gross domestic
product on Education to 2007 (20% more
than this year,3.43% in 2006)
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WHAT DOES THE FINNISH
SYSTEM HAVE?

• The finnish educational system does not
skim perfection, but it almost does skim
it.

• PISA report, which evaluates the
knowledge of students among 30
countries, from the OCDE an 11, foreign
to the organization, since, they are first
in reading, mathematics and science, in
the western world.

WHAT DOES THE FINNISH
SYSTEM HAVE?

What do they have that we miss?

For Finnish people, education is the most
important factor of the greatness of a

Nation.


